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How get the board to fundraise 

  
Tom:   Carolyn Meub, would you frame this question? 
  
Carolyn:  We deal with water in Haiti/Honduras.   Board is reluctant to fund raise.   Haiti earthquake – group 
more relevant than ever and growing.   How motivate our board to fund raise?   Looking for a motivating 
speaker for next board meeting. 
  
Nina:   We plan special site trips for board members.    Board members host 6 people and we do a 
presentation.   Silent Auction.    In the beginning you’re forming around the philosophical ideas.   Later need to 
take responsibility to advocate for them.   
  
George:   Consultant very effective   Suddes Partners.   Fellers Dick is president.   Attracted a board with 
connections with different audiences.   Set up fun experiences.   Give us access to these orgs.  Board 
member tells why they like org’s work.  Staff member does the ask.  If it’s a fun experience, the board member 
will do it again particularly if they’re passionate about the mission. 
  
Stu:   Passion about mission not enough.  If you don’t have good board fund raisers, find new members who 
are willing to do it.   Need to find allies who want to do this.    Board of 15 – 3 or 4 are serious about fund 
raising.   Go with what you have and then give easy jobs to others, eg. “Just call friend Bob and set up a 
breakfast meeting.” 
  
Nina:   Looked at successful orgs.   See 3 or 4 people who are in financial industry.   It’s easy for them to 
work with money.   
  
Stu:   Use the Carver model of governance.   Suited best for larger professionally managed groups.   Board 
should operate with long term goals, like end hunger.  Benchmarks that take you to goals.   Members are 
evaluated by how effective they are reaching goals.   Problem is they are not as connected with the 
organization, so VCF has modified the model. 
  
Fran:   Find people who have the know-how and bring that to board.   
  
Stu:   Board members do fun part – talk about the mission.  Staff does the ask. 
  
Craig:   Write down and share their own story, own enthusiasm around mission. 
  
Stu:   Reflect on when they have been asked successfully for money. 
  
George:   Board members are third party volunteers.   “I believe in this.   I’m just like you.”  That’s gold.  Staff 
must do the asking. 
  
Jackie:   What about big events like the Phish concert for the flood? 
  
Stu:  I attended the Fund Raising School.   The Fundraising Ladder of Effectiveness is what I 
remember.  http://www.amnesty-volunteer.org/usa/southRTG/Fundraising/TOCpage5.html  Near the 
bottom of list was the special event.   The vast majority of events are time consuming but they don’t net a lot of 
money.    Can be good but not a big money raiser. 
  
Carolyn:   Events are labor intensive. 
  
Ann:   For the first time we are co-sponsoring The Moth Radio Hour at the Flynn Theatre.  For info:  google 
The Moth Mainstage  Oct 22, 2011 8 pm.   This collaboration with VPR is the brain child of PH’s Director of 

http://www.amnesty-volunteer.org/usa/southRTG/Fundraising/TOCpage5.html


Digital Communication and Donor Development, Elizabeth Metreaux.   PH is contracting her services 
out to other orgs. 
  
Saleem:   Events are important when an org is starting up.  You need to create a buzz around the org even if 
you don’t make money.    Depends on what time in your org history you do them. 
  
George:  Mixed success around events.   Work well with recovery types of things.   Other events were for 
raising our profile than for raising money. 
  
Stu:  Useful, but don’t assume they are a money raiser. 
  
Nina:  Take adults on a spiritual tourism trip for a meditation retreat.   Large Buddhist celebration.  Then to 
street children who have used meditation to change their lives.  Important to see things first hand.   Have 
identified potential big donors to go on trip. 
  
Carolyn:   Take people on trips to Haiti and Honduras.  Experiential learning and commitment is 
important. 
  
Tom:  Orgs that are super effective with board.   What are they doing? 
Stu: Public policy org – president is a politician and fund raiser.   Board brokers meetings, he does the ask, 
continues the relationship after the meeting. 
Event – a raffle in Rutland farm/food.   Volunteers donate time, farmers donate food, preparers donate 
work.  High rollers in Rutland come and get exposed.   Building relationships with people who can give money. 
  
Carolyn:  connection, network, building those relationships are what count. 
  
Stu:   number one is relationships.   People give to people, not institutions.   Trust the people involved 
in org.  These take time to build. 
Ann:  25th anniversary.   A lot of kids were coming to Vt.   The majority of our work is outside the country so 
harder for Vermonters to see.   Our brand is a challenge.   People don’t know the multiple varieties of work 
going on overseas.   We’re building rel. with folks in NY, DC and Boston and we’re beginning to see fruits of 
this.    Groups who do come visit these key cities.   So we have contact resources there who are 
interested.   They host huge groups of people.    
  
Tom:   Will, what looking for in board members and their role in fund raising. 
  
Will:   Part of board is in U. S., part in Costa Rica.   We’re still doing the dance so that U. S. people will provide 
more funds.   Micro lending program – Board provides funds for this.   Our first in-place board meeting will be in 
January. 
  
Curtis:   Taken groups to Ladahk.   Special trip with nomads.   Org partners were on trip.   Took Middlebury 
folks to coach on hockey.   Very successful for visibility and advocates.   But a lot of work.   
  
Tom:   A trend that funders are looking for is collaboration.  Stu, your thoughts? 
  
Stu:   two diff strains.   More venture cap people driving for efficiencies, cost reduction. 
Other side dollars at fed and state level are being reduced.   Some orgs may not survive.   The more we can 
help orgs collaborate now, create efficiencies, mergers, partnerships, the better off they’ll be in the 
coming brutal funding environment. 
  
Fran:   One org gets the pot of money and then they work with others.   What works? 
  
Stu:   We’re seeing formal mergers, but we want to avoid telling people what to do. 
Jealousy – I don’t want to share our dollars.   Opportunity comes with the loss of money donations, 
director leaving, board weak…..that’s when collaboration works well. 
  
Will:   New Economics Institute in London.    Applied for funds form Scandanavian foundation who was looking 
for programmatic strategies that are working on both sides of the Atlantic. 
  



Ann:   Joint partners with USAID.   Also sub contracting relationships.   Getting increasingly challenging to 
manage all the requirements for accountability and regulatory world.   More challenging to comply.   There is a 
real price when federal money is involved. 
  
Stu:  That’s where the bigger money is.   Private phil doesn’t bring a lot to the table. 
Fran:   People are now saying we’re not going to bother. 
Ann:   Is it really worth it to apply? 
  

Saleem’s Conference – October 21,23, 2011 

  
Event is on website.   High profile keynotes and small structured presentations.   Large geographic range.   Our 
goal is to help people make connections across regions.  
Keynote:   Richard Benedict:  Ozone Diplomacy.   Deb Markowitz on last day for regional Vermont on a cruise 
on Lake Champlain. Appreciate your spreading the word via viral marketing. Environmental diplomacy:  use 
environmental issues as a way of bringing communities together – a common harm that communities will unite 
to meet.   You can get conflicts resolved in this way.  http://www.uvm.edu/leds/node/522 
  

VGE Collaborate Next Steps? 

  
Fran:   These calls are helpful and interesting.   What will happen after them?    Some are interested in making 
this an ongoing group for several possible purposes:   ongoing dialogue; visibility to state govt and 
beyond.   How might manifest itself?  Would an nterested group like to gather for lunch sometime?    Or open 
to email?   Rick Peyser benefitted from calls back on a problem he asked about.  Are some people interested 
in how to sustain or expand the group? 
  
Nina:   Wonderful to have face to face and some planning time.    This summer I was on a panel at a 
college.   Good attendance.    Good to show how much  work is going on. 
  
Curtis:  I’ve attended Upper Valley Dev Countries Network.   Done a data base of 100 groups working all over 
the world.   Astonishing to see how many there are.  Maybe we should get together a data base.   Groups 
could break off to talk about collaboration.    Lists all the orgs.  More of a force for state 
government.   Showcase our efforts in Vermont.   
  
Jackie:   Tapping Tech report.  $10,000 to produce.   Written by Seven Days. 
  
Fran:   A wonderful tool.   Doodle come together face to face to discuss next steps? 
Curtis:   Do something good on line – save a lot of money. 
Tom:   I’m suggesting that Fran, Craig, Jackie  make a proposal re next steps.  
Will:   seen articles on Renaissance on Pine Street, software .   Seven Days – a profile of Vt as center 
for.  Maybe an article would be good.v 
Fran:   VPR.  Is interested but not yet.   I’m willing to pitch Seven days. 
George:  Vermont Life would be another outlet. 
  
Craig:   We opened up huge set of issues to explore.   Eager to take next step.   Many ideas.   How could we 
give hands on suggestions to help Vermont connect to the rest of the world.   Pulling together in a united effort 
holds hope. 
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